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1. ABSTRACT 

 
 Mobile group II introns are ribozymes and use 
a novel mechanism--target DNA-primed reverse 
transcription--to proliferate in DNA. Group II introns 
are a unique mobile element for their high sequence-
specific, yet readily flexible target site recognition. Both 
the intron RNA and the intron-encoded protein (IEP) are 
involved in target site recognition, and the specificity is 
determined primarily by base pairing between the intron 
RNA and DNA target. Therefore, the intron RNA can 
be modified according to the desired target sequence 
for specific gene disruption. Group II intron knockout 
technology is mature in bacteria and is currently 
being developed in eukaryotes. This technology has 
great potential to revolutionize fields such as 
functional genomics, gene therapy, and cell line 
engineering. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. INTRODUCTION 
 
 All mobile elements can potentially be used to 
disrupt genes and obtain knockout phenotypes. However, 
DNA transposons and most retroelements insert randomly 
and are thus of limited use for rapid gene-specific 
disruptions. Some retrotransposons insert site-specifically 
into target sequences recognized and cleaved by one or 
more proteins. Although possible, it is not trivial to change 
targeting specificity determined by proteins, which 
typically involves sophisticated protein engineering. An 
ideal gene knockout tool should be equipped with both high 
specificity and feasibility to alter specificity for targeting 
any given gene. Mobile group II introns are such a 
remarkable tool.  
 

Group II introns are both ribozymes and 
retroelements. The intron RNA catalyzes a series of
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Figure 1. Secondary structure and predicted tertiary interactions of the Ll.LtrB intron. The six domains are labeled as I to VI. 
IBS1 and 2 sequences in the 5’ exon and EBS1 and 2 sequences in the intron are labeled. Tertiary interactions are indicated as 
pairs in Greek letters. This figure is derived from Figure 1 of Cui et al. (37). 
 
reactions for its own splicing and insertion into DNA sites 
(1). As a retroelement, a group II intron propagates via an 
RNA intermediate and reverse transcription in a process 
termed target DNA-primed reverse transcription (TPRT). 
Besides group II introns, other retroelements include long 
terminal repeat (LTR) and non-LTR retrotransposons, 
retroviruses, and telomerases (2). Like group II introns, 
non-LTR retrotransposon and telomerase reverse 
transcriptases (RTs) both use the TPRT mechanism. In 
addition, RTs encoded by group II introns and non-LTR 
retrotransposons are evolutionarily related, whereas the 
telomerase RT may have evolved from non-LTR RTs (3).  

 
Among non-LTR retrotransposons, the insect R2 

element inserts site-specifically into the 28S rRNA gene, 
and the insertion is catalyzed by the R2-encoded protein 
(4). Some other non-LTR retroelements also insert 
sequence-specifically into either rRNA genes or 
telomeres (2, 5). The human LINE-1 element inserts 
nearly randomly into the human genome, with minimal 
sequence preference (2). In all cases, the 
retrotransposon-encoded proteins are believed to 
recognize and cleave target sites (4). In contrast, group 
II introns are unique because they insert with high 
sequence specificity, yet the specificity is controlled 
mainly by base pairing between the intron RNA and a 
target site. Therefore, changing intron specificity is 
achieved by modifying intron sequences involved in 
base pairing with targets (6, 7). The group II intron 
knockout technology, developed in Escherichia coli, has 
been successfully adapted in a variety of bacterial 
species and proven to be a powerful genetic tool (8-15).  
It is obvious that once adapted in eukaryotic systems, 

this technology will significantly benefit the fields of 
functional genomics, gene therapy, and cell line 
engineering.  

 
This review provides a general description of 

group II intron characteristics and targeting mechanisms 
and summarizes their applications in bacteria and potential 
uses in eukaryotes.  

 
3. GROUP II INTRON DISTRIBUTION, 
STRUCTURE, AND SPLICING 
 
 Group II introns are widely distributed in fungal 
and plant organelles (16) and bacterial and archaeal 
genomes (17-20), and are identified by characteristic 
secondary and tertiary structures rather than primary 
sequence homology (21). Not all group II introns maintain 
the ability to splice. Some that do are also mobile, that is, 
capable of inserting into DNA sequences. The signature 
secondary structure of group II introns consists of six stem-
loop domains denoted DI to DVI (Figure 1). A number of 
tertiary interactions are also conserved. Subtle variations in 
secondary and tertiary structures were used to further 
categorize group II introns into subclasses, IIA, IIB, and 
IIC (22). Here we focus on subclass IIA because most of 
the best-studied introns, such as the yeast mtDNA aI1 and 
aI2 introns and the Lactococcus lactis LtrB (Ll.LtrB) 
intron, belong to this group. Another well-studied intron, 
Rmlnt1 from the soil bacterium Sinorhizobium meliloti, is a 
group IIB intron.  
 

Group II introns catalyze their own splicing. In 
IIA introns, exon-binding sequences (EBS) 1 & 2 and δ 
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Figure 2. The splicing mechanism of group II introns. The 2’ hydroxyl group of the bulged A in domain VI attacks the 5’ splice 
site and form a 2’, 5’-phosphodiester bond, releasing the 5’ exon. The 3’ hydroxyl group of the 5’ exon then attacks the 3’ splice 
site and generates splicing products: lariat intron and ligated exons. Both steps are reversible. The first transesterification step is 
rate limiting, and the second step is rapid and drives the reaction to completion (28). 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Schematic of the Ll.LtrB intron-encoded protein, LtrA, showing general features of group II intron IEPs. Four domains 
are present. The RT domain is at the N-terminus of the protein, with seven conserved motifs, RT1 to 7, found in the fingers and 
palm of retroviral RTs, and RT0, a motif characteristic of non-LTR RTs (31). Domain X, believed to be involved in splicing and 
historically called the maturase domain (39), follows the RT domain and functions in RNA splicing. Further downstream are the 
DNA-binding (D) and DNA endonuclease (En) domains, which are essential for mobility.  
 
base pair with the exon sequences directly flanking the 
intron, namely intron binding sequences (IBS) and δ’ 
during splicing to assist splice site selection (23). 
Tertiary interactions are essential to the formation of the 
catalytically active RNA conformation (24, 25) (Figure 
1). Group II introns use the same splicing pathway by 
which nuclear introns are spliced by the spliceosome 
complex (Figure 2). In fact, segments of a group II 
intron and certain snRNAs are functionally 
exchangeable (26, 27).  

 
The splicing reaction consists of two 

transesterification reactions. First, the bulged A residue 
in DVI attacks the phosphodiester bond at the 5’ splice 
site to form a 2’, 5’-phospodiester bond and to release 
the 5’ exon. Second, the 3’ hydroxyl of the 5’ exon 
attacks the phosphodiester bond at the 3’ splice site, 
resulting in ligated exons and an intron lariat. Both 
transesterification reactions are reversible, and the first 
is rate limiting. The reversibility may provide a 
proofreading mechanism for 5’ splice site selection (28).  

The spliceosome contains five snRNAs, which are believed 
to form its catalytic core, and over 200 proteins. Although 
U2 and U6 snRNAs can function together to perform 
simple reactions resembling splicing in vitro, proteins are 
indispensable for the splicing reaction (29). On the 
contrary, efficient and accurate group II intron splicing 
occurs in vitro completely in the absence of proteins if high 
concentrations of salt and magnesium are provided (1).  

 
However, various proteins are involved in group II 
intron splicing in vivo. The best-studied example is the 
intron-encoded protein (IEP), which functions intron-
specifically to help form and stabilize active RNA 
structures (1, 30). Most functional IEPs have four 
distinctive domains, such as the yeast and lactococcal 
IEPs, and are associated with several enzymatic 
activities. A reverse transcriptase (RT) domain is 
located at the N-terminus of an IEP (31), followed by 
domain X (a.k.a. the maturase domain) and the C-
terminal DNA-binding domain (D) and DNA 
endonuclease domain (En) (Figure 3). The maturase
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Figure 4. The homing mechanism of the Ll.LtrB intron. An 
RNP particle consisting of lariat intron and the IEP 
recognizes the target sequence, and the intron RNA reverse 
splices into the top strand of the insertion site. The IEP cleaves 
the antisense-strand and reverse transcribes the intron RNA 
using the 3’ end of the cleaved antisense DNA as primer (51, 
55, 58, 61). The 5’-3’ exonuclease activity of host RecJ likely 
helps by chewing back the bottom strand. After reverse 
transcription, the intron RNA is degraded by the host RNase H 
activity, and the second strand is then synthesized by DNA 
polymerase III, which is the main polymerase for DNA 
replication in E. coli. Finally, DNA ligase seals the nicks on 
both strands to complete the insertion (56). 

 
activity refers to the ability of an IEP to facilitate 
splicing (32-35).  Reverse transcriptase, DNA-binding 
and DNA endonuclease activities play key roles in 
mobility (36). The N-terminus of the Ll.LtrB IEP (the 
LtrA protein) binds with high affinity to the intron DIV 
(34, 37), where the LtrA ORF is located, and self-
regulates translation (38). Other regions of the LtrA 
protein make weaker contacts with the rest of the intron. 
The interactions between the LtrA protein and the 
Ll.LtrB intron RNA are believed to help form and 
maintain catalytically active RNA conformation for 
splicing (35).  After splicing, the excised intron RNA 
stays bound to the IEP to form the ribonucleoprotein 
complex (RNP) that functions in intron mobility.  

 
Not all group II IEPs contain all four domains. 

Many are degenerate, containing mutated RT and/or X 
domains, indicating a loss of function in mobility (39). 
Some, such as the RmInt1IEP, have no En domain but still 
support intron mobility (20). For a complete list of group II 
IEPs, refer to the following website: 
http://www.fp.ucalgary.ca/group 2introns/. 

 

Some group II introns do not encode a protein 
in DIV and require assistance from maturase-like 
general splicing factors, such as MatK (39-41) and nMat 
proteins (42) from plants, in splicing. Unlike IEPs, these 
proteins are likely to function in splicing multiple ORF-
less introns.  

 
In addition, there are also non-maturase-related 

protein factors, involved in various aspects of splicing of 
introns from different organisms, such as an RNA helicase 
Mss116p in yeast (43, 44), CRS and CAF proteins in maize 
(45-47), and Raa proteins in algae chloroplast (48-50). 
Many of these splicing factors have other cellular functions 
in addition to aiding group II intron splicing. 

 
It is worth noting that mobile group II introns 

identified so far rely on their own IEPs in splicing and 
mobility, and general splicing factors function mostly in 
ORF-less introns.   
 
4. HOMING MECHANISMS  
 
 The process of a group II intron inserting into a 
double-strand DNA target (51) that resembles its cognate 
intron-less allele is referred to as homing, also termed 
targeting or mobility.  
 
4.1. The Ll.LtrB intron  

The homing mechanism for the Ll.LtrB intron is 
the best studied to date (Figure 4). After splicing, the 
excised lariat intron RNA stays bound to the IEP in an RNP 
complex. The RNP is the functional entity in homing and 
binds DNA non-specifically while searching for IEP 
recognition sites (52). The IEP first interacts with a few 
bases in the distal 5’ exon region via major groove and 
phosphate-backbone interactions, which triggers the 
unwinding of the double-strand target DNA. The target 
DNA unwinding enables base pairing between the EBS and 
δ sequences of the intron RNA and target DNA for reverse 
splicing of the intron into one strand, designated the top 
strand (53, 54). The IEP also interacts with the 3’ exon (for 
the Ll.LtrB intron, most importantly, a +5 T) and cleaves 
the bottom strand (36). If base pairing between the intron 
and target site does not meet the targeting requirement, the 
RNP complex will move along the DNA molecule to 
search for the next IEP recognition site. The IEP 
recognition site and base pairing region together span at 
least 15 bp, resulting a diversity of 415, that is, 1.1x109. On 
the other hand, IEP recognition sites are prevalent. For 
example, in E. coli, there is on average one IEP recognition 
site per 130 bp of genomic sequence predicted by the most 
current target site prediction algorithm (Perutka and 
Lambowitz, unpublished). The EBS and δ sequences are 
minimally involved in intron structure, and their main 
function is to provide base pairing during splicing and 
targeting. Following IEP/target DNA interaction, EBS and 
δ sequences in the intron RNA base pair with sequences 
flanking the insertion site in the DNA target. Modifying the 
EBS and δ sequences according to the target sequence 
changes the intron specificity (30, 53, 55), enabling 
retargeting of the Ll.LtrB intron to desired sites. These 
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features allow the intron to target with high specificity and 
remarkable flexibility.  

 
After cleaving the bottom strand, the IEP uses the 

3’ end of the bottom strand as a primer to reverse transcribe 
the intron RNA, a process referred to as target DNA-
primed reverse transcription (TPRT). The intron RNA is 
degraded after the completion of the RT reaction, and the 
gap in the top strand is repaired (1).  

 
It is believed that host factors carry out the steps 

after cDNA synthesis. Smith et al. tested the Ll.LtrB intron 
mobility in a number of E. coli mutant strains and 
suggested possible players in steps following the RT 
reaction (56). Most of the tested mutations impair mobility. 
Following cDNA synthesis, RNase H1 and the 5’-3’ 
exonuclease activity of DNA polymerase I likely remove 
the intron RNA. DNA polymerase III (Pol III), the major 
polymerase in bacterial DNA replication, probably 
synthesizes the second strand, in agreement with the strong 
link between DNA replication and mobility in E. coli (13). 
DNA ligase is most likely required to seal the nicks 
following the polymerase activities. The repair polymerases 
(II, IV, and V) are also involved in mobility. The function 
of these enzymes in mobility appears to be redundant, and 
maximal inhibition of mobility is only observed when all 
three were mutated.  

 
There are also a few proteins whose disruption 

increased mobility efficiency. RNases E and I are likely 
involved in intron degradation. Exo III may degrade cDNA 
synthesis. RecJ may be involved in 5’-3’ resection of the 
bottom strand of exon 1 so that newly synthesized cDNA 
can extend into the exon region. RecQ is a DNA helicase 
that possibly unwinds the exon 1 to facilitate RecJ’s 
exonuclease activity. 

  
4.2.  Other introns 

Before the Ll.LtrB intron was discovered, the 
TPRT mechanism was first observed in the yeast aI1 and 
aI2 introns(57, 58). However, the inability to express active 
recombinant IEPs made it difficult to adapt the yeast 
introns for targeting. Unlike the Ll.LtrB intron, the aI2 
intron can home via a number of pathways. In the major 
homing pathway, the intron RNA inserts into the top strand 
through full or partial reverse splicing. The partially 
synthesized cDNA invades the intron-containing allele and 
uses that as a template to complete intron cDNA synthesis. 
In addition, some 5’ exon sequences are also synthesized 
and provide homology for recombination with the bottom 
strand of the target.  A characteristic of this pathway is 
coconversion of upstream exon sequences. Another 
pathway the aI2 intron uses is identical to the Ll.LtrB 
homing pathway, involving complete reverse splicing, 
synthesis of a full-length of cDNA, and repairing the gap in 
the top strand. This pathway is independent of homologous 
recombination. Finally, the aI2 intron also uses an RT-
independent homing pathway, where target-site cleavage 
stimulates homologous recombination between the intron-
containing and intronless alleles, characterized by 
bidirectional coconversion of flanking exon sequences. The 
DNA target site sequence, intron, and the environment that 

retrohoming takes place are contributing factors to which 
pathway is chosen (59).  

 
The Rmnlt1 intron does not have an 

endonuclease domain for bottom strand cleavage and yet 
has efficient homing. Martinez-Abarca et al. demonstrated 
that the Rmnlt1 intron inserts into ssDNA at a replication 
fork and uses the lagging primer to initiate reverse 
transcription (60). Interestingly, an Ll.LtrB intron with a 
mutant IEP defective in bottom strand cleavage employs a 
similar strategy. Reverse transcription proceeds using a 
nascent strand, preferably the leading strand, at a DNA 
replication fork as the primer but at a lower frequency than 
the normal DNA endonuclease-dependent pathway (13).  

 
In vitro, the aI2 intron RNPs reverse splice into 

single-stranded DNA more efficiently than double-stranded 
targets. In the absence of the aI2 IEP and with high 
concentrations of magnesium, the lariat aI2 RNA can 
reverse splice into an RNA target site but not DNA (61). 
Single-stranded DNA target sites are observed in vivo, such 
as in the Rmnlt1 intron homing and LtrB intron 
retrotransposition events (see below). However, so far 
reverse splicing into RNA target in vivo, although 
theoretically feasible, has not been observed. 

 
4.3. Intron difference and targeting  

The Ll.LtrB intron is readily retargeted to nearly 
any given gene. As mentioned above, using current target 
site prediction algorithms (6), a potentially good protein 
recognition site is present at roughly every 130 bp in the E. 
coli genome. At this frequency it is possible that small gene 
sequences (<400 bp) may not contain an efficient target 
site. However, this limitation might be overcome by using 
other group II introns with IEPs recognizing different target 
sites (Karberg & Lambowitz, unpublished), expanding the 
range of sequences that are targetable.  

 
It is worth noting that the Ll.LtrB intron has been 

applied successfully in various bacteria and shows promise 
in eukaryotes (see section 6). It is entirely possible that this 
intron will work in all organisms. However, it is also 
probable that an organism requires a group II intron that 
evolved within its own or some similar cellular 
environment for optimal targeting. Thus, it is important that 
new introns continue to be identified and characterized for 
mobility.  

 
5. SPECIFICITY 
 
 High specificity is greatly desired in any method 
of genome modification. As mentioned previously, intron 
homing requires a protein recognition sequence and 
IBS/EBS and δ/δ’ base pairing, spanning from -25 to +10. 
However, the stringency of each nucleotide within the 
target site is different and none are essential (12). One 
disfavored nucleotide in the IEP recognition region can be 
compensated by other residues. Therefore, the IEP 
recognition is flexible. On the other hand, single-base 
mismatches in the base-pairing region affect the Kd as well 
as the kcat for reverse splicing (62). The more stringent 
base-pairing requirement likely provides high specificity to 
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target site recognition. In addition to actual nucleotide 
sequence, other factors, such as sequence context and 
secondary structures can also influence target site 
determination. Intron specificity is not easily defined but 
can be partially reflected by retrotransposition frequency.  
 
 Retrotransposition is referred to as insertion of 
group II introns into ectopic sites, which generally 
resemble homing sites, but typically miss either the 5’ exon 
recognition site for unwinding dsDNA or the 3’ site for 
bottom strand cleavage or both. Retrotransposition has been 
studied in yeast mitochondria, L. lactis, and E. coli. 
Dickson et al. demonstrated that the yeast aI1 intron 
retrotransposed into two known sites at an efficiency of 10-

5 of that of homing, although the two target sites are fairly 
similar to the homing site (63). The study determined that 
the retrotransposition is independent of homologous 
recombination and that the intron inserted into DNA. It was 
not clear whether the target was dsDNA or ssDNA. 
 

Studies on retrotransposition in both L. lactis 
and E. coli were done with the Ll.LtrB intron. The wild-
type intron was used to target both genomes lacking the 
exact wild-type target site. A kanamycin-resistance 
marker was inserted in the intron to select for all 
retrotransposition events, thus representing all 
nonspecific targeting. The rate of retrotransposition is 
around 10-4 of the homing rate in L. lactis (64) and 10-8, 
in E. coli (65). Alignment of the retrotransposition sites 
revealed that in addition to missing critical protein 
recognition site, retrotransposition sites did not have 
good EBS2/IBS2 pairings. 

  
In E. coli, multiple retrotransposition pathways 

were identified. The Ll.LtrB intron can insert into 
dsDNA then use either lagging or leading strand primers 
in reverse transcription or insert into ssDNA at a 
replication fork and use the lagging strand primer to 
prime reverse transcription. These pathways are 
independent of the DNA endonuclease domain. The 
Ll.LtrB intron can also retrotranspose via the TPRT 
pathway used in homing. Cellular environment is a 
major determinant of which pathway to take (65). 

 
 Given its relative low efficiency, it is not 

surprising that retrotransposition is hardly detectable when 
homing sites are present. Zhong et al. (12) and Perutka et 
al. (6) demonstrated that retargeted introns predominantly 
inserted into homing sites. Most of the targeted strains had 
single insertions as expected. There were only a few 
occasions in which an extra insertion was observed. No 
strains with more than two insertions were obtained. In 
conclusion, group II introns are remarkably specific, and 
undesired insertion events are rare. 

 
6. OVERVIEW OF PROKARYOTIC TARGETING  
 
 Group II introns have been successfully used in 
gene targeting in a number of bacterial species, both Gram-
negative and Gram-positive. It has been especially useful 
for bacteria lacking efficient methods of genome 
modification.  

6.1. Gram-negative strains 
 Karberg et al. first reported that the Ll.LtrB 
intron could be retargeted to E. coli chromosomal genes 
(9). First, the thymidylate synthase gene (thyA) was 
disrupted by introns selected from a randomized library 
by using a plasmid-based assay, conferring the 
bacterium resistance to trimethoprim and requirement of 
thymine for growth. The targeting efficiency was 
between 0.077-4.5%, and the insertion was specific to 
the thyA gene. Next, four other genes, lacZ, trpE, dadA, 
and proA, were disrupted with efficiencies up to 10%. In 
addition to E. coli, the thyA gene was disrupted in two 
other gram-negative bacteria, Shigella flexneri and 
Salmonella typhimurium, leading to the same 
phenotypic changes. Finally, a thyA intron was used to 
generate double-strand breaks in the target site, and stop 
codons were introduced into the thyA ORF through 
stimulated homologous recombination. 
 
 Retargeted group II introns were first dubbed as 
“targetrons” in Zhong et al. (12), where a 
retrotransposition-activated selection marker (RAM) was 
engineered in the intron DIV and used to select for 
targeting events. A RAM consists of an antibiotic 
resistance marker disrupted by a self-splicing group I 
intron. The group I and group II introns are in the same 
orientation for transcription, whereas the marker is 
transcribed from its own promoter in the opposite 
orientation so that it can only be expressed after group I 
intron splices out of the transcript and the intron inserts into 
DNA target site. With this method, a gene without a 
selectable phenotype could be targeted with almost 100% 
efficiency. The RAM marker was further modified to 
have flanking Flp recombinase sites so that multiple 
insertions in the same cell could be made by using the 
same selection marker. A library of RAM-targetrons 
with randomized IBS and δ sequences were transformed 
to make single insertions throughout the E. coli genome. 
Alignment of the randomly targeted sequences revealed 
more information on the target recognition rules and an 
interesting bias for insertion near the replication origin, 
suggesting a link between integration and DNA 
replication.  
 

Yao et al. further used the library to “fish” 
introns targeting specific E. coli genes. Impressively, 
“fished” introns could be used without modification to 
obtain single gene disruptions. Some fished introns inserted 
into target sites lacking the +5T that is critical for bottom 
strand cleavage and were shown to utilize nascent 
replication primers for reverse transcription initiation, 
confirming the connection between targeting and DNA 
replication (11).  

 
In order to apply group II introns to more 

bacterial species, Yao and Lambowitz used a broad-host-
range vector, capable of replicating in at least 33 Gram-
negative bacteria and one Gram-positive species, to express 
the intron and sucessfully disrupt genes in E. coli, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Agrobacterium tumefaciens. 
Theoretically, the same vector can be used in all bacteria 
that support its replication (15). 
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An important breakthrough in group II intron 
targeting was the development of a computer algorithm to 
design introns without tedious selection. The algorithm was 
based on a large database of previously retargeted group II 
introns. Targetrons designed with the algorithm were then 
used to knockout a series of E. coli DNA and RNA 
helicases with efficiencies of 1-80% (6), making it feasible 
to commercialize the targetron technology 
(http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/targetron).    

 
During commercialization, a series of randomly 

chosen non-essential genes were disrupted to validate the 
performance of the kanamycin-RAM-containing introns for 
general gene disruption. Among the tested genes, cynX, 
cynS, and cynT genes were knocked out individually, which 
confirmed that only cynS and cynT were responsible for the 
cyanate-sensitive phenotype. In addition, loxP sites were 
inserted to flank the kanamycin-RAM marker. Expression 
of Cre recombinase removed the kanamycin-resistance 
gene, allowing subsequent disruption of another gene using 
kanamycin resistance selection. Interestingly, Flp-
recombinase sites drastically reduced mobility when 
flanking the kan-RAM, while the loxP sites did not have a 
significant effect.  Additionally, a 34-kb non-essential 
region on the E. coli chromosome was deleted between the 
loxP sites in two targeted introns, which can be used as a 
general method to obtain large chromosomal deletions (66).  

 
6.2. Gram-positive strains 
 Besides Gram-negative strains, the Ll.LtrB intron 
was also used successfully for gene targeting in a number 
of Gram-positive strains. Frazier et al. disrupted several 
genes in the Ll.LtrB intron’s original host, L. lactis (14). 
Not surprisingly, targeting in L. lactis was very efficient, 
and chromosomal MleS (encoding malate decarboxylase) 
and tetM (encoding tetracyclin resistance) genes were 
targeted easily without selection. Using the targeting intron 
as a carrier, the tetM gene and abiD gene, conferring phage 
resistance, were delivered separately to the MleS gene. 
Significantly, the splicing of the Ll.LtrB intron inserted in 
the MleS gene was conditional, controllable by the 
availability of the LtrA protein. 
 

The next Gram-positive strain tested was the 
intestinal bacterium Clostridium perfringens, being 
developed as a vaccine vector (8). A designed Ll.LtrB 
intron disrupted the alpha toxin gene (plc) at 0.5% 
efficiency without selection. Knockout clones failed to 
form a white halo on an egg yolk BHI agar plate, 
characteristic of alpha toxin expression. Disruption of the 
alpha toxin makes C. perfringens safer for using in vaccine 
development. The insertion was specific and stable over 15 
days of incubation and subculturing without any indication 
of reversion. Because of the relatively high targeting 
efficiency, no selection was necessary to obtain the 
knockout strain. Therefore, it is possible to disrupt multiple 
genes in the same cells consecutively. It is also worth 
noting that group II intron targeting drastically reduced the 
time needed to disrupt a gene, compared to conventional 
homologous recombination methods available in C. 
perfringens, which almost always require an antibiotic 
resistance marker. 

Finally, the Ll.LtrB intron was also adapted to the 
well-studied Gram-positive and clinically important 
bacterium, Staphylococcus aureus. Acquired antibiotic 
resistance is a serious and increasing clinical problem for 
this pathogen, and creating site-specific mutations by using 
homologous recombination is often difficult. Yao et al. 
efficiently disrupted hsa (encoding a member of the HU 
family of bacterial histone-like proteins) and seb (encoding 
enterotoxin B) genes with designed targetrons without 
selection (10). More interestingly, with the essential hsa 
gene disrupted, cells were able to grow at a permissible 
temperature (32°C), at which the inserted intron spliced, 
but not at a non-permissible temperature (43°C). This 
temperature dependence is likely caused by temperature 
sensitivity of the LtrA protein and can potentially be 
used to generate conditional knockouts in other genes as 
well.  

 
6.3. Discussion 

One major advantage of group II intron targeting 
in prokaryotes is that many re-targeted introns are so 
efficient that they do not require antibiotic selection to 
isolate gene-specific mutants (6).  This is extremely 
beneficial for several situations: (1) when organisms are 
naturally resistant to common antibiotics (for example, 
many Pseudomonads), (2) there are government regulatory 
restrictions on insertion of new antibiotic resistance genes 
into bioterrorism-related organisms, and (3) multiple 
knockouts are desired, and the selection process can be 
expedited by not requiring the removal of antibiotic 
markers between sequential knockout experiments. The 
combined advantages of high insertion efficiency and 
specificity of group II introns under non-selective 
conditions are unparalleled among chromosomal 
mutagenesis techniques. 

 
The TargeTron Gene Knockout System attracted 

interest from researchers working with a wide variety of 
bacteria. Besides the eight successful species mentioned 
above, targetrons are currently being actively adapted into 
at least ten other species. There seems to be minimal 
bacterial species-specific factors required. Targetrons are 
likely to work in all bacteria. Generally, for targeting, the 
intron RNPs are expressed from DNA plasmids, 
construction of which can be the most time-consuming part 
of the adaptation process. 

 
An expression-free option of TargeTron would be 

ideal to use in various bacterial species. One could 
potentially transform bacteria with retargeted RNP 
complexes, thus bypassing the expression step.  

 
Insertion of the intron and/or selection marker 

into the genome could potentially affect downstream gene 
expression (e.g. the ‘polar effect’). One way to avoid this is 
to use double-strand break-stimulated homologous 
recombination to introduce smaller mutations instead. 
Another approach, often used in DNA transposon 
mutagenesis, is to use a group II intron carrying a promoter 
to drive downstream gene expression and compensate for 
any polar effect. 
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7. APPROACHES IN EUKARYOTIC TARGETING  
 

Gene targeting in higher eukaryotes is most 
commonly achieved by using homologous recombination to 
disrupt a gene by means of insertion of a selection marker 
(67). Homologous recombination can also be used to repair 
a subtle mutation, such as the point mutation causing 
sickle-cell anemia, in gene therapy to correct genetic 
defects. Unfortunately, most genes do not have a selectable 
phenotype, and high efficiency is critical for this approach 
to avoid introducing antibiotic resistance markers. Most 
eukaryotes lack efficient homologous recombination for 
convenient gene targeting. Introducing double strand 
breaks in the homologous locus stimulates homologous 
recombination up to thousands of folds (68, 69). 
Nevertheless, excess double strand breaks are dangerous, 
potentially lethal, to the cells, and it is crucial to make only 
site-specific double strand breaks (70).  

 
The high sequence specificity of group II introns 

will greatly benefit eukaryotic gene targeting. Group II 
introns can disrupt genes through insertion. At the same 
time, they can carry an additional sequence as cargo within 
the intron for delivery to the desired locus. Group II introns 
can also generate double strand breaks and stimulate 
homologous recombination, as shown in prokaryotes (9). 
The specificity demonstrated so far in vitro and in bacteria 
suggests nonspecific cleavages in eukaryotes may also be 
rare. Once a workable efficiency is reached in eukaryotes, 
group II introns would have dramatic influence on the 
fields of functional genomics, gene therapy and cell line 
engineering.  

 
As in prokaryotes, RNPs are the functional entity 

in group II intron targeting. RNPs can be introduced into 
the cells either as purified complexes or DNA constructs 
that express both the intron RNA and IEP for forming the 
complex. Each means has advantages and disadvantages.  

 
The hurdles to express RNPs include achieving 

high-level expression of both the intron RNA and IEP, 
proper nuclear localization, and efficient splicing of the 
intron RNA precursor. Transfected DNA can also 
potentially integrate randomly into chromosomal loci and 
may be detrimental to the cells. On the other hand, 
plasmids are easily transfected at high efficiencies and 
remain in the cells for days. RNPs can potentially be made 
over a period of time and in different cell cycles and 
nuclear states, which bear unknown effects on RNP 
function.  

 
On the other hand, when RNPs are reconstituted 

in vitro and delivered into the cells, splicing is bypassed. 
RNPs turn over faster and will not randomly integrate into 
the genome. However, the challenge of the RNP strategy is 
delivery, localization, and potentially shorter exposure time 
to targets since degraded RNPs are not replenished. Group 
II introns were shown to function in eukaryotic cells by 
targeting plasmids cotransfected with RNPs (7). It was very 
inefficient and required nested PCR to detect insertion 
products. In vitro, RNPs can target the human genome, 
either in the form of purified DNA or nuclear lysate, which 

suggests that the complexity of the human genome is not 
limiting, and the chemical environment in the nucleus is 
supportive of targeting reactions (71). Delivery of sufficient 
amounts of RNPs to the nucleus remains the primary task, 
which could potentially be aided by emerging new 
technologies for transfection. 

 
8. THE PROMISE OF EUKARYOTIC 
TARGETRONS 
 
 Once group II introns are adapted to work in 
eukaryotes, many research fields would be greatly 
advanced by obtaining an invaluable tool to modify 
genomes. 
 

With a selection marker inserted in DIV, a group 
II intron can be randomized at IBS and EBS sequences and 
potentially be used to generate a knockout library in 
cultured cells, which can be used for phenotypic studies. If 
this is done in mouse ES cells, targeted and characterized 
ES cells can be used to make knockout mice as disease 
models and for drug tests. The advantage over random 
DNA transposons would be that if a RAM marker is used, 
only RNA-mediated products would express the marker, 
and random plasmid integration events would not be 
selected.  

 
Currently, transgenes are constructed through 

random integrations. With group II introns, one can 
potentially insert any desired gene into a specific place 
either by inserting a copy of the gene into group II intron 
DIV or using a group II intron to generate double-strand 
breaks and inserting via homologous recombination. This 
would be good for controlling the variable position-specific 
effects on transgene expression. 

 
Additionally, when a group II intron inserts into 

the sense strand of a gene, the intron can potentially splice 
out from the mRNA or pre-mRNA if the IEP is provided, 
making the knockouts conditional and reversing knockout 
phenotypes.  

 
As we mentioned above, group II introns could 

potentially assist repairing point mutations and small 
defects in a gene. In addition to repairing disease-causing 
genes, similar procedures could be used to make small 
modifications of genes whose functions can then be studied 
in the natural context, minimizing potential artificial effects 
resulting from expressing mutated genes from a plasmid or 
a random chromosomal location. 

 
Cell line engineering is focused on efficient 

expression of therapeutically valuable molecules. Stable 
cell lines are important for maintaining long-term 
expression with fermentation to lower cost. Most of the 
time, cell line engineering involves overexpression of a 
gene of interest by randomly integrating the expression 
cassette into the genome and subsequently using 
enrichment selection methods to multiply insertion copy 
number at the vicinity of the location of the original 
insertion. Group II introns might assist in a number of 
ways. First, when a good expression location is identified, 
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group II introns can deliver a recombinase site into the 
position, and any desired gene can be recombined into 
the recombinase site with the help of the corresponding 
recombinase. Second, when a gene is known to inhibit 
production or affect activity, group II introns can be 
used in site-specific disruption of the gene. For 
example, knocking out the gene coding for a 
fucosyltransferase, Fut8, by using homologous 
recombination in Chinese Hamster Ovary cells for 
producing defucosylated therapeutic antibodies required 
screening over 45,000 clones for a single disruption 
(72). Potentially, group II intron targeting could be 
much less labor-intensive. 

 
9. COMPARISON WITH OTHER AVAILABLE 
TECHNOLOGIES  
  
 Direct gene modification tools can be divided 
into two general categories: homologous recombination-
based, which is sequence specific and transposon-based 
random insertion. More recently, small RNAs are widely 
used to regulate genes at the transcriptional level in 
eukaryotes.  
 
9.1. Prokaryotic technologies for gene disruption 

Most bacteria are not easily mutated by using 
homologous recombination. However, in E. coli, 
expression of the lambda phage red protein was shown to 
enhance homologous recombination between a 
chromosomal gene and PCR products bearing only 40-50 
bp homology (73). This lambda-red method has been 
applied to closely related enteric bacteria, such as 
Salmonella enterica (74) and Yersinia pestis (75), but 
still retains a narrow host range in terms of stimulating 
homologous recombination directly in the knockout 
host. Additionally, in organisms with large numbers of 
repeat sequences, such as LINE elements in the human 
genome, increasing the global homologous 
recombination rate may cause genome instability. The 
most successful method for extending lambda-red 
recombination to other organisms is to mutate a gene 
harbored on BAC vectors in E. coli and then use large 
homology ends (> 1 kb) to increase the frequency of 
recombination in the desired knockout host strain (76). 
This method, recently termed “recombineering”, 
typically requires a genome-scale clonal library of the 
organism of interest and has also been applied in 
engineering mouse knockouts (77).   

 
DNA transposons have been a powerful 

mutagenesis tool for bacteria. A major benefit of 
transposon mutagenesis is that the inserted transposon 
sequences can be used as a base from which to explore the 
surrounding genomic enviroment by PCR and DNA 
sequencing. Genome-wide transposition gene mapping was 
achieved in various bacteria (78-80). The DNA 
transposition complexes can be reconstituted in vitro and 
electroporated into cells (81), greatly increasing transposon 
applications in a wide variety of bacterial species. 
However, to obtain a specific gene disruption by 
transposon mutagensis involves labor- intensive library 
screening.  

9.2. Eukaryotic tools 
As in bacteria, transposons have proven 

extremely useful in generating random mutations in higher 
eukaryotes (82) but not for gene-specific knockouts. While 
used widely for mutagenesis of flies, worms, and plants, 
active transposons for vertebrate applications have only 
recently been developed (83). In a manner similar to 
transposon mutagenesis, retroviruses can also integrate 
randomly into the genome and be used for genetic studies. 
A major distinction in the application of DNA transposon 
or retroviruses for euakaryotic mutagenesis is the range of 
cell types to which they are applicable. Retroviruses are 
extremely efficient at entering certain cell types, even non-
dividing cells, and have been widely adopted for uses in 
gene trapping (84, 85). While this efficient delivery is 
extremely advantageous, it is limited to certain cell types 
by virus-specific tropisms. By contrast, transposons can be 
used with nearly any target tissue and are being applied in 
hopes of increasing the discovery of new oncogenes related 
to solid tumors not found in previous retroviral studies (86). 

 
It is often desirable to deliver heterologous DNA 

to the chromosome within mobile elements. Retroviruses 
possess a strict upper limit in the amount of heterologous 
DNA they can tolerate between LTRs and still produce 
efficient titers. For instance, attempts at adding DNA 
encoding receptor components for an ecdysone-inducible 
expression system (for a total of ~8 kb) within a lentiviral 
construct reduced titers ~200-fold (87). In contrast, recent 
work with a eukaryotic DNA transposon, piggyBac, has 
shown that transposition activity can be unaffected when 
harboring up to 9.1kb of heterologous DNA (88). Thus, 
there are several unique benefits and drawbacks in the use 
of either DNA transposons and retorviruses for random 
mutagenesis.   

 
Homologous recombination has been widely 

applied to create mouse knockouts.  This is in large part 
due to the relative ease of integrating homologous 
sequences in mouse ES cells where recombination events 
can occur at >1% (89).    Thus, a general tool for 
stimulating homologous recombination in various 
mammalian cell types is needed. However, as mentioned 
previously, it is desirable to localize stimulated 
homologous recombination to avoid cell toxicity and 
unwanted recombination events at other genomic locations. 

 
Site-specific endonucleases, most noticeably, 

zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) have been used to generate 
double-strand breaks to stimulate homologous 
recombination in eukaryotes and shown great potential. 
Urnov et al. reported that using expressed ZFNs single 
copy human genes can be targeted with up to 20% 
efficiency. Both alleles of the IL2Rγ gene were disrupted in 
the same cells at a stunning 7% rate (90). However, it is not 
yet proven that ZFNs are specific enough that off-target 
cleavages can be avoided (91). In addition, changing 
specificity of a ZFN is still labor-intensive and time-
consuming. Similarly, meganucleases were shown to be 
effective in generating double-strand breaks in eukaryotic 
genomes, which face the same problems of specificity and 
difficulty in protein engineering (92-94).  
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The recent explosion in the use of RNA 
interference to study mammalian functional genomics is a 
testament to the difficulty of existing methods for 
manipulating mammalian chromosomes and the need for 
efficient alternatives. For example, synthetic small 
interfering RNAs are extremely easy to implement 
requiring only a simple transfection step. This has 
expedited scientific inquiry greatly by allowing rapid 
verification of a given genetic hypothesis prior to 
embarking on a lengthy and laborious chromosomal gene 
knockout procedure. Additionally the simplicity of 
implementing synthetic siRNA gene knockdowns has 
enabled economical high throughput experiments targeting 
hundreds of genes (95). As with chromosomal gene 
targeting, it is desirable to limit off-target effects when 
possible. For instance, when screening a large library of 
siRNA’s directed towards kinases, most siRNA hits 
silenced a transcription factor directly instead of identifying 
a desired secondary TF-regulating kinase (96). Recently, 
more details behind off-target mechanisms and simple 
chemical modifications that significantly limit off-target 
effects have been identified (97, 98). While gene silencing 
by synthetic siRNAs is temporary, an often-desired drug-
like effect, a more stable knockdown can be achieved by 
creating stable cell lines using lentiviral delivery of 
shRNAs (99). 
 
10. SUMMARY 
 

Group II introns are the only mobile element with 
the combined advantages of high specificity, efficiency, 
and convenient flexibility in re-targeting to different 
chromosomal locations.  Group II introns are already a 
useful tool in prokaryotic gene targeting and hold much 
promise for future applications in eukaryotes.  
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